
SterraCoreTM

SterraCore aluminum composite material panels provide durable, eye-catching fascias, soffits, canopies, and decorative 
towers for retail, schools, hospitals and high profile commercial projects.  With over 30 standard colors you can 
successfully achieve a desired look that will have long-lasting impact. Panels are non-absorbent and water insensitive; 
consequently, they carry a limited warranty for rot, swell, corrode, or delaminate.   ATAS’ unique systems allows for an 
economical installed design.  

SterraCore panels provide highly decorative, easy to maintain, and very durable surface finishes for exterior wall 
conditions. The overall Clip & Seal installation system produces an exceptionally flat “look.”

National Brand Identity   Storefronts   Soffits    Fascias 
Balcony Railings    Spandrels  In-fill Panels   Cornices

Great-looking curves are also possible with specially configured SterraCore panels that require no prefabrication, 
roll forming or engineering.

Typical applications include:

SterraCore panels are the ideal exterior wall cladding for national brand projects.  In addition to over 30 colors, custom-
colors can be made to match your corporate needs and are available for a nominal set-up charge.
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A unique Clip & Seal system can greatly reduce the total 
installed cost for ACM panels. This easy, field-proven 

method is the choice of architects and installers who are 
searching for a very flat look without visible fasteners with 

a low installation cost. Panels can be cut on site with few 
peripheral accessories needed for installation.  You can 

achieve an economical choice to the  “rout & return” look.

Typically, radial panel installations require costly engineering, shop 
fabrication, and difficult installation.  SterraCurve panels make 
such applications easy without sacrificing beauty; however, special 
panel configurations are required. Panels will conform to the 
curved shape of the structural support system without off-site 
roll-forming. Panels fit  correctly avoiding any installation delays 
caused by imprecise measurements.

You can accomplish a sophisticated, high-tech 
look, with this installation system.   Panels can 
be fabricated on site using standard carpentry 
tools to give a solid, finished appearance.  
Excellent strength and a “deep-reveal” 
appearance are obtained for commercial and 
institutional installations.  

Clip & Seal

2-Piece, Snap-Module Trim
You’ll like the contemporary look and the ease of “snapfit” installation.  

Color matched or contrasted aluminum molding snaps into place 
covering fasteners heads and caulk beads.

  
All molding bases can be attached to a wall surface prior to panel 

placement, compared to other systems that require installation 
of molding for one panel at a time.  Two-piece moldings are easily 

combined with other systems to provide a variety of design options.

Rout & Return

SterraCurve  Treatment



ATAS offers a variety of panel installation systems to give you the look you 
need at a reasonable cost. Panels can be measured and cut at the job site, 
no prefabrication or comprehensive shop drawings are necessary. Long lead 
times are not a problem because of ATAS’ extensive selection of standard 
colors, inventory stock levels carried, and the low minimum order quantities 
required. Special panel lengths and widths can be ordered to minimize waste 
and reduce labor and material expenses. Consult ATAS for panel limitations 
and availability.  

Panels feature an outer skin 
of 0.032 aluminum bonded 
to a core, designed for the 
highest strength to weight 
ratio of any competitive 
Aluminum Composite 
Material (ACM)  panel. 
 
The prefiinished  aluminum 
sheet covers a black 
plastic, water insensitive 
polyallomer center.
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ATAS manufactures other linear panel 
systems that complement the flat profile 
of our SterraCore panels.  Matching or 
complementary colors are offered in 
various pre-finished metal panels that 
allow for designs that provide economical 
options for the buildings exterior.  
Combining these attractive metal elements 
in your project will allow for greater 
flexibility of the design while insuring the 
weather-ability and longevity associated 
with metal panel systems.  Visit www.atas.
com for more information about profiles 
to complement SterraCore.

1-Piece, Module Trim
Panel installation is easy using durable, one-
piece moldings.  A traditional, yet high-tech 
appearance is obtained at an affordable cost.  
Both Flush and Reveal moldings are available.  
Unique effects can be obtained by combining 
our various installation systems.

Maintenance costs are low without concerns 
for water intrusion with SterraCore panels.  
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